A sequence {Tn:n=l, 2, --■ } of, not necessarily invertible, measurable transformations on a finite measure space, (X, 23, p) , preserving the measure p in the sense that p(TrxB) =p(B) for 5G23, is called strongly mixing if p(A)p(B) (1) lim p(T^A H B) = \ n-»«° p (X) lor A, BE®.
Let X denote the interval [ -1, 1 ] , 33 the family of Borel subsets of X, X Lebesgue measure and p the equivalent measure defined bŷ
The Chebyshev polynomial of degree n is defined as T"(x) -cosnd, where x = cos 6, O^d^w. If we put T0(x) = l/\/2 then it is well known that the sequence {Tk(x): fe = 0, 1, 2, • • • } is a complete orthonormal set (c.o.n.s.) in L2 (X, 93, p) . Let Tn be the transformation defined by T"(x), then Tn is a measurable almost everywhere n to one map- An application of the theorem. Let An(y2) he the area under the graph of y= Tn(x) contained between the lines x= -I, x=l, y= -1 and y = y2 where -1 <^2^1. We wish to establish the existence and determine the value of A(y2) = lim An(y2).
n-> w
We proceed as follows: Let g(x) = V(l~x2) and f(x)=y2, y2Sx; f(x) =x, -1 S x S y%-Then
Thus, performing these integrations we obtain 2 r 2 1/2 -, A(y2) = 2 + y2-[(I -y2) + y-i arc sin y2\.
■K Furthermore, the limit as n->°o of the area under y= Tn(x) and between the lines x = Xi, x = x2, y= -1 and y = y2, where -1 èxi<x2^l, -1 <y2^l is (x2 -Xi)A(y2)/2. This is readily obtained by taking for g(x) the product of the characteristic function of [xi, x2] and (1-x2)112. Therefore, the limit as n->°o of the area under y= Tn(x) and in the region bounded by the vertical lines x = Xi, x = x2 and the continuous curves y = yi(x), y = y2(x), where -1 I *i <ätj á li The strong mixing of {P":w = l, 2, • • ■ } also can be deduced from the strong mixing of {Q": n = 1, 2, • • • } without requiring the two semi-groups of measure preserving transformations to be spatially isomorphic in the sense that there exists an isomorphism R between (X, 23, p) and (X', 23', X') such that RTnR~l = Qn.
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